January 19, 2017

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Notre Dame Regional Secondary is proud to announce the following:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

The plans and construction schedule for installing the Notre Dame Juggler Field is essentially
complete.
Site plans, showcased in the school, shows the overview rendering of the field.
The original Notre Dame redevelopment plans, as they relate to the field are being followed – with
significant upgrades and improvements to the field’s design, seating and parking facilities and
landscaping.
Notre Dame will have a football/sports stadium with an all-weather athletic field (not simply a
sports field).
The stadium seating will be sufficient for the entire ND student body to watch a game.
The stadium seating, perimeter standing, and viewing the game from within the confines of the
school itself means 1,500-2,000 can view an event.
Notre Dame’s teams will soon have the “shortest” walk from their custom designed locker rooms
to their home field – of any team.
In conjunction with the construction of the sports field/stadium, will be completion of the Notre
Dame Parking facilities and landscaping. This will complete the Notre Dame School Building
Project. Notre Dame will become a true collegiate campus.
We will be aiming to complete the project for spring training – certainly before the end of this
current school year and well in advance of the start of the next school year.
This fall, Notre Dame will play/defend its home field.

Notre Dame gives thanks to our entire community including alumni, current and past parents, students,
and staff. The school also recognizes an invaluable member of our Juggler community: Mr. William P.J.
McCarthy – the loyal builder of our school and Project Manager of the Notre Dame Building Committee.
Notre Dame Regional Secondary offers sincere and heartfelt gratitude to Mr. McCarthy’s generosity,
hard work, commitment and dedication towards the completion of our school campus.
The process to expedite a project of this magnitude involves countless hours and over a decade of
perseverance, determination, and devoted volunteers. Now, more than ever, Notre Dame encourages
our families to express their gratitude and support for our educational facility by contributing any
amount to our Capital Assessment Campaign due at registration. Notre Dame humbly requests all
families to make a contribution. Such a magnanimous act would demonstrate commitment from our
current families, encourage future growth, and help to ensure the most advanced and authentic
education for your children!
Sincerely,
Mr. R. DesLauriers
School Principal
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